The particular case p = l, q~m yields (1). In the proof of (2) I treat first the case q -n. Then Z2 is extended over the permutations (si,
In this case we must show that
In the case £ = w the sum ^2 consists of only one term namely (u\ + • • • +w w )~1. I may therefore assume that p is ^n -1 and that (3) has already been proved with p replaced by p +1. For each integer Aà£ + 1 and ^^ the contribution to ]>j2 of the permutations ($P+I, ' ' * > ^n) with Sp+i = h is according to the induction hypothesis equal to
so that 2 n («p+1 + • ' * + «n)«iH-l * * * ^n}" 1 13 «A,
which gives the required result (3).
Finally we treat the case p^q^n-1 and we may assume that (2) has already been proved with p replaced by p + 1. We must prove that In this way we find
Wp+lWp+2 ' * ' «n ^ =
[1, •••,«+!]
h-i [l, • • • ,h-l,q+l,h, • • • ,q] It is therefore sufficient to prove that
This identity is obvious for £ = 0, so that I may assume that p is è 1 and that (5) has already been proved with p replaced by p -1.
The term with h = 1 occurring on the left hand side of (5) 
which is equal to zero according to formula (5) applied with p and q replaced by p -1 and g -1. Consequently the left hand side of (5) , so that the difference between the two sides of (5) is a rational function of U\ without poles which tends for wi~»oo to zero; this difference is therefore identically equal to zero. This completes the proof.
